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Thoughts from the LSWC Chair By Patrick McLean

A Spring Season of Water and Hope
When I was young, my Uncle Dave, a geomorphologist, sent me a
National Wildlife Federation Ranger Rick subscription with hopes of
instilling in me his love for nature. I realize now reading that children’s
magazine cover to cover, I was learning of our human duty to responsibly
steward lands and waters that sustain all life.

This sense of duty informs everything we do at the LSWC. For more than
a year, we, like everyone, have been challenged by the global pandemic.
Despite this, our work has continued, our finances are stable and our
hopes of being advocates of our Superior waters are undiminished.

The Spring Season is one of possibilities and potential: new beginnings
and new chances, thoughts of baseball and gardening, paddling and
swimming, spending time outdoors and connecting with nature
(especially on the shores of Lake Superior).

Caring for this great freshwater resource is work we feel compelled and
honored to do as we share in the responsibility for the health of all the Great
Lakes. We hope that in reading our newsletter, you feel inspired to join in our
work on the Lake Superior Water Trail, in developing programs like Canoes
for Conservation and protecting lands along this special freshwater coast.
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A Guide’s Perspective by Ryan Walker

Sitting in the stern of the 36-foot Montreal Canoe, I can feel the power of the St Marys River as I
adjust my paddle blade to guide the canoe upstream. Straight ahead is the Sault Ste. Marie Canal
National Historic Site. We are headed into the once-busy shipping locks that are now used by
recreational vessels. The lock gates are wide open and I can feel the anticipation as we approach.
Everyone’s attention is focused forward into the high-walled, cavernous space. There’s a moment of
silence before our guests’ questions burst out  – “Are we going in there? How does this work??” I
chuckle and then reassure everyone that this “aquatic elevator” for boats will safely lift us up
6-metres to the level of Lake Superior. For now, I will save the details because that is a story best
told on the water and an adventure you need to experience.

To book Canoes for Conservation, CLICK HERE.
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Connections by Water by Joanie McGuffin

I recently caught up with 3 Michigan champions of the Lake
Superior Water Trail: Dean Sandell, Sam Crowley and Nick Potter.
Dean, retired now,  was reflecting on how his involvement with the
Water Trail goes back more than 3 decades when he was working
for the Michigan DNR expanding rustic recreation on 4-million
acres of state forest lands - an area the size of Delaware.

“In 1986, I proposed creating a system of designated water trails
by using Michigan State Forest campgrounds located on rivers and
Great Lakes shoreline. One of my successes was establishing the

Lime Island campground for paddlers on the lower St Marys River, later designated as the Island
Explorer Water Trail. I loved assisting the historic Superior-Baikal Connect, an expedition where
Russian, American and Canadian paddlers brought international attention to the Earth’s two superstar
lakes whose combined resources make up 30% of the Earth’s surface freshwater. The legacy of S-BC
brought together conservation and paddling dedicating the journey to the creation of a water trail
encircling the whole lake.”

Over the years, many have championed this ongoing ambition including LSWC whose cross-border
organization is set up to drive a coordinated, connected approach.

Sam, a veteran sea kayak instructor, reflected on the Year of the
Pandemic. “In June 2020, every outfitter in the Upper Peninsula,
and beyond, was wondering if they could survive. Instead it was
a record-breaking season with many people buying new
paddlesports equipment, and booking guided trips and sea
kayak instruction for the first time on Lake Superior! People are
excited in 2021. They are seeking balance. Lake Superior is a
place of healing.”
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Nick, a Master’s student at Michigan Tech, is mapping the water
trail that encircles the Keweenaw Peninsula, and conducting an
inventory of assets at the trail’s 90 public access points. “I am
very busy working between Portage Lake and Copper Harbor.
Apart from surveying, I’m planning summer events such as
Water Trail Wednesdays, community paddle events for youth,
and planning installation of informative water trail kiosks.”

One thing is clear. This past year has caused people to reflect
on what’s important in life. Top of the list: clean freshwater and
time outdoors enjoying nature with family and friends. The Lake
Superior Water Trail is one beautiful path to take you in both
these directions.
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Board-walking to Botany, Bird Watching,
and Goulais Bay by Joanie McGuffin

One of my first exploratory walks through the
Francis Hilb Preserve was with expert botanist
Sue Meades. Lovingly she identified sundews,
pitcher plants, and dozens of others by Latin
names characterizing them as insectivorous,
sun-loving, and aquatic. It was June, and we
were surrounded by a sea of pink flowering
rose pogonia and bog rosemary. Birdsong
floated on the warm breeze off the bay.

Wetlands are fragile, incredibly important
ecosystems that need both protection and
more public appreciation.

To achieve both goals, LSWC received a
provincial Great Lakes Local Action Fund
grant. This summer we are improving the
access trail, adding a boardwalk extension to
span the wetland to the lakeshore,
constructing a raised platform for an
expansive view of Goulais Bay, providing
resting benches and teaching platforms to
encourage small group gatherings. The
outcome will be a peaceful place for anyone
to enjoy Nature and appreciate the wonders
of this Great Lakes wetland.
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Paddling Beyond The Point - A Connected Journey
By Peter Greve

Former LSWC employee and nursing student
Peter Greve is embarking on a two week, 300
km paddling journey along the east coast of
Lake Superior from his hometown of Sault Ste
Marie (on the St. Marys River) to Wawa
(Michipicoten Bay) in August 2021. Along the
way, Peter will visit special protected areas
(such as LSWC’s Gargantua Islands Preserve)
and explore our relationship with Lake
Superior through reflection, interpretation,
and conversations with locals, friends and
family. The journey will be documented with
photos, videos, and audio that will be shared
to promote conservation, increase public
knowledge about Lake Superior, and inspire
others to challenge themselves in the
outdoors. The journey is unsupported and all
sponsorship or financial support is
encouraged to be directed to LSWC in the
form of donations.

You can follow and interact with Peter’s
journey on LSWC’s website, and on Instagram
and Facebook pages at @lswconservancy
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Rising to the Occasion
LSWC is fortunate to be funded by generous individuals,
organizations, companies and foundations making both large and
small gifts to support our efforts to protect the Lake Superior
watershed for now and future generations.

With your help, we can expand our programs and land
conservation work inspiring and empowering people and
communities to protect the Lake Superior freshwater ecosystem.

If you are considering giving to support our efforts, here are ways
that you can help us. The online donation process is quick, simple
and safe to make a secure gift.

Treat yourself or a friend to an LSWC cap, our Freshwater
Fusion coffee, a Canoes for Conservation Gift Certificate,
a set of LSWC postcards.

LSWC is grateful for volunteer support to help with shoreline
cleanups, trail development and maintenance, and monitoring of
our preserves. If you have a product, skill, idea or time that you
believe could help us in our mission, please contact us @
info@superiorconservancy.org

@LSWConservancy
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